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Part A 

Introduction 



CHAPTER 0 

CONSPECTUS 

1  his book is divided into ten parts. These are numbered by the 
ldters A to K, with the omission of the letter I. 

2 Each part is divided into chapters. These are numbered by 
~~&pArabic numerals. The total number of chapters is 66. 

3 Each chapter is divided into sections and subsections. These 
are numbered decimally in Indu-Arabic numerals. In other words, 
the numbers of the sections should be read and treated as if they 
were pure decimal fractions. A decimal point should be taken as 
unde~stood at the: beginning. of the number of each section. Then, 
the sequence of the numbers of the sections will become intelligible. 

4 The digits in the numbers of most of the sections are mne- 
monic. 

5 There is a bibliography at the end of the text. Each item in it 
is given a serial number. It consists of a capital letter followed by an 
Indo-Arabic numeral. At the appropriate place in the text, this 
serial number is inserted within square brackets. 

6 The index follows the bibliography. Each index number is 
made of the letter denoting the part foUowed by the number of t he  
section in which the referace occurs. 

7 The text is illustrated by 167 case studies. These are scattered 
throughout the book in their appropriate places. The Location of 
each case study is indicated in the index under the heading "Case 
study". 

A The succeeding chapters of part A-that is, this part itself- 
w e  largely of a reminiscential nature. If desired, they may be skipped 
Over by students in the first reading. 

PART B is on the "Emergence of Reference Service". Its 
chapter 1 begins with the definition of 'reference service' and traces 
its origin to the Laws of Library Science. The remaining chapters 

the evolution of library, its function, and its techniques. They 
culminate on the emergence of reference senrice and its nature. 

C PART C is on the "Initiation of Reader". Its first three chap- 
ters are on the initiation of an adult reader without previous experi- 
ence of a library. These deal with the what, the why, and the how 
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of initiation into the structure, organisation, and functioning of a 
library with open access. There are also chapters on the initiation 
of the youth into the use of a college library and of the children into 
the use of a school library. 

D PART D is on "General Help to General Reader". It has a 
chapter on the psychology of a reader, explained from the angle of 
reference service. Five of i t s  chapters deal with the various qualities 
of books, making reference service necessary, Its last chapter is on 
the possible wrong behaviour and the psychology of a reference 
librarian. 

E PART E is on the "Mystic Picture of Reference Service". Its 
chapters indicate the light shed obliquely on reference service 
by the Vedm, the Ramyana, the Mother of Sri Aurobindo, and 
the termia01og-y in the Sanskrit language. 

F PART I; is on "Ready Reference Service". It has chapters on 
the what, the why, and the how of ready reference service. 

G PART G is entitled "Find Me Out". One of its chapters indi- 
cates how answers were found out in the Madras University Library 
for 54 of the reference questions received during one month. Another 
chapter gives 108 'Facts to Find' questions for practice by students. 

H PART H is on "Reference Book". Its chapter 1 traces the 
evolution of the reference book. Its other chapters describe with 
illustrations the wide variety in their subject-coverage, scope, up-to- 
dateness, and arrangement. The last chapter gives a skeleton to 
help the student in making a systematic study of the structure and 
contents of a reference book. This part is not a bibliography of 
reference books. 

J PART J is on "Long Range Reference Service". Its chapters 
deal with the what, the why, and the how of long range reference 
service. The last chapter gives a skeleton to help the student in 
making a systematic study of the structure and contents of a biblio- 
graphy * 

K PART K .  is entitled "Illustrative Actualities". Its chapters 
describe in detail the routteing of six long range reference problems, 
as it was done in the Madras University Library. Its chapter 8 
describes the deferred joy of a reference librarian, coming to him 
at a t h e  when his ego can no longer feed itself on what he hears 
about his own work, 



CHAPTER 1 

REFERENCE SERVICE EXPERIENCE AS A STUDENT 

11 At School 
AS a pupil at school, I never had access to a library. For, there 

,a, no library in the school. There was only a cupboard of specimen 
,-,pies of text-books in an everlocked room. It was seldom thrown 
open to us. Nor was there any other library in our town-Shiyali. 
merefore, there was no question of reference service. There was 
hardly a library in those days-the first decade-of the present cen- 
tury-in any school or in any town. Indeed, pupils of my generation 
had never heard the term 'libraiy' uttered by anybody. Still less 
then was the tern 'reference service' known. 

12 No Reference Book 
The only books known at the school stage to most persons of my 

generation were the prescribed text-books. At home we had copies 
of the epics; but they were mostly manuscripts. Some homes had 
just a few printed books; but they were all text-books of t h e  earlier 
generation, The teacher wcasionally used a dictionary; but we 
were scldom allowed to look it up. In geography, we had to learn 
by rate statements such as "Birmingham i s  noted for hardware", 
"Reading is noted for biscuits", and "Sheffield is noted for cutlery". 
These statements were aU picked up from the prescribed text-book. 
But we had never heard of a directory or year-book. Nor had we 
heard of an encyclopaedia. We knew only of a single simple pre- 
scribed school atlas. This completed our list of printed reference 
books. 

13 Living Reference Book 
But, I was fortunate to have daily use of two living reference books. 

One was Tiruvenkatachariar, my Sanskrit -teacher during all the 
six Years of my school. The other was ~nantarama~yar, a teacher 
in the infant school and a eetenant in my house. Both had an 

knowledge of our indigenous wcyclopaedia s called the 
Pur~fias, the epics, and some other literary pieces. Both had an 
intimate knowledge of the religious practices, of the biographies 
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of the saints and mystics, and of the local histories of the chief 
temple-towns, belonging to their respective creeds. They enjoyed 
answering questions. They filled my mind with much information 
in the humanities, and in some social sciences, but authing in the 
natural sciences or the arts and crafts. 1 am now-able to recognise 
their help to me through all the six years at school, as reference 
service of inestimable value. Of course, they gave all the information 
from within themselves. They could ngt help me to help myself with 
externalised memory or reference books, Later in life, I had the 
chance to look up and mnfirm most of the information in books. 

14 At College 
I moved into college on f 8 March 1909. The college was in Mad- 

ras. It was in the front rank among the colleges of the University. 
It had a 'General Library' for lodn and a 'Consulting Library' for 
study within its room. In respect of the former, any interested 
student can put in. an application slip at 10 a rn on an appointed 
day of the week. Luck favouring, he mag: get the book at 4 p m. 
There was no help in the choice of book either in the class room 
or in the library. The professor seldom mentioned any title other 
than that of a prescribed text-book, In the library, we never came 
into contact with any human being, except the attender mutely 
handing over the book at 4 p m on the appointed day of the 
week. 

15 No Reference Service 
We had a slightly better experience in the Consulting Library. 

It was generally used as a waiting room between classes. E M Mac- 
pbail, a Professor of History, once happened to enter the Consulting 
Library. He threw us into a roar of laughter by his remark, "I 
thought I was entering a fish market". Our roar of laughter comple- 
tely drowned, for the moment, the normal noise of the Consulting 
Library. The attendant in charge of the library was Daniel. He 
had one essential quality of a refereace librarian-geniality. But 
he could read only the backs of books. At the end of a tern, I 
had the benefit of a sort of reference s e ~ c e  from him. He intro- 
duced me to Milne's Weekly problem papers and his Compiz~iors $0 

weekly problem papers. He said, "Prof Chinnatambi Pillai has been 
copying out something from these two books"! This is the only kind 
of reference service experienced by me till my leaving the college! ! 
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16 No Refexen- h k  
While in the college, we were never introduced to any encyclo- 

Pa edia, biographical dictionary, directory, year-book, ar biblie 
graphy. We had no occasion to know if the College Library had 
,,y reference book at all. The only volumes of the University 

doled out to us in the Consulting Library, were those 
rntaining the examination question papers. Each of us had to buy 
a WPY of the College calendar. But we did not find much use for it. 
We did not know that it was a reference book, In fact, we had 
not heard the term 'reference book' uttered by anybody at any 
time in our college days. We were asked to buy a copy sf some 
English dictionary. But we were not helped to make a full or an 
intelligmt use of it. The only bibliography, known to us, was the 
Catalogue of the College Libmry. It was a tattered cupy at the 
library barrier. It was an alphabetical catalogue cut into a number 
of subject sequences. We were not given any instruction in its use. 
It was all a matter of hit or miss. Even this experience was only in 
the case of the few longing to take out a book home. 

17 Unexpressed Wish 
T used to take out bouks from the General Library now and then. 

It was, as a rule, a random choice. Sometimes, the book drawn would 
be trashy. Sometimes, it would be beyond my capacity. 1 had 
to wait till the appointed day and hour to return such books to the 
library, though unsuited to be read. Occasionally, the book happen- 
ed to be an enjoyable one. In those days, I had a vague feeling. 
I could not then express it properly. I can now express it ia, the 
words, "I wish I could get some reference service from a reference 
librarian, in the choice of suitable books for reading and in finding 
the information needed to satisfy my curiosity about many things." 

18 =st Use of Reference Book 
I went to Teachers' College in July 1916. There was much free 

time. There was a library in the college. Some of the books occupied 
mY free time. One of the professors used to help me in the choice 
of books. His evaluation of the books on education was v e ~ y  
helpful. This was a new experience. But few students took advan- 
tage of this. Tks enabled me to make a full usi of the Professor's 

service. Once, he put into my hands the volumes of 
Dutta's Snrvey of real income in indin. It had many statistical 
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tables. The Professor said, ''Glance throagh the tables. Prepare 
some charts and histograms for the college exhibition". This 
work made me understand the structure and the contents of a statis- 
tical reference b o k ,  It also trained me in drawing information From 
it to suit a particular purpose. This experience thrilled me. I was 
glad to finish off my formal student stage with this intensive experi- 
ence with at least one reference book. Of course, I did not then know 
the term 'reference book'. But that made no difference in the joy 
of the experience of the first acquaintance with a reference book. 



CHAPTER 2 

wFERENCE SERVICE EXPERIENCE AS A TEACHER 

2 1 Individual Instruction 
On 9 July 19 17, I changed from the student's bench to the teacher's 

chair. I had my first experience as teacher in the Government Col- 
lege, Mangalore. The Principal, N R Krishnamma, was pleasant 
and youthful. He gave full freedom to do my teaching in my own 
way. The classes were small. And yet the scatter of the ability 
of the students was immense. I found mass-teaching ineffective 
even with a class of a dozen students, if done from day to day and 
from hour to hour. But, the concept of individual instruction 
had not been passed on to us while at the Teachers' College. Indeed, 
I learned later that the concept had not entered modern India, 
though it was being preached and practised by John Dewey since 
the turn of the century. However, in her usual way, necessity 
appeared as the mother of invention. I decided to help each studeat 
individually and to allow him to grow at his own speed along his 
own Lines. Very soon, I found myself letting the students work their 
own way with the aid of books and ia doing experiments in the 
laboratory, myself going round and helping each to get over his 
individual difficulties. 

22 Need for Variety in the Standard of the Books 
Very soon, this led me to sense that the prescribed texkbook 

did not suit eve@ student in equal measure. Some found it too 
easy. They finished it quickly and found nothing more to do. Some 
others found it too difficult. They felt repelled from the sub&? 
and found study irksome and unprofibble. They looked depressed. 
Still others found the prescribed text-book to be to their standard. 
Thy  studied with zest. This experience made me realise the need 
for text-books of different standards and with, different approaches 

the subject. I also realised the need for different text-books of 
same standard. But the students could not afford to buy many 

text- bo oks . 

23 Formation of Class Library 
I asked the Principal for funds to buy a variety of text-books in a 



variety of standards and to buy several copies of some of them. 
He readily gave the necessary funds. The books arrived in a few 
days. I then explained to the Principal the advantage of leaving 
t'ne bmks in my charge, instead of getting them locked up in the 
general library in charge of the semi-literate care-taker called libra- 
rian. He readily agreed. He did not d o w  any red taps or tradition 
to clog the way. The result was the formation of a class Iibrary. 
All live books; no dead stuff. All new books; no oId stuff. Un- 
hampered access to students. h p l e  guidance on the spot in the 
selection of books. Of course, I need not have taken on myself the 
full load of looking after the library if the college had a competent 
professioml Librarian. Then, mere cullaboration with the librarian 
would have been sdlicient. 

24 Budding of Reference Service 
The dass library gave ample opportunity to find out for each 

student hisexact book-of the right standard and the right approach 
suited -to him. It gave me opportunity to feel the joy of marching 
with each student at his own pace. ' Each student was found to be 
fully occupied in learning. The forwards did not feel bored. The 
backwards did not feel depressed, It was joy for the :teacher; 
and it was equally joy for every one of the taught. The teacher-in- 
me had evidently compelled me into this kind of personal service 
to the students in the choice of the right book for the right student, 
in the right way and at the right time. The librarian-in-me had 
not then sprouted out. I now realise that what 1 was then led to do 
was reference servicethe true work of a librarian. 

25 FUN Use of Departmental Lib- 
On 9 July 1921, I was posted to the 'Presidency College, Madras. 

My Department had already a splendid collection of books. But 
the college as a whole had only one derk and two attendants to 
look after its library system. The departmental library was in the 
custody of the teachers. This made it possible for me to continue 
the method 6f individual instruction and of helping each student 
personally in the choice of books best suited to his capacity stnd 
standard of attainment. This was found to be truly helpful. For, 
though the classes were mall, the ability-scatter was great. Wuxk 
with the students h the library was even mare helpful with the 
advanced senicv students of the Presidency College than with the 
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junior students in the Mangalore College. For, the individual 
variation in inwest and capacity was greater in the farmer than in 
the latter. The benefit of personal help in the choice of books was 
unmistakeable in the Presidency College. This was a happy period 
in my career as a teacher. I b d l y  realised at that time my being 
thus unconsciously prepred for my future career as librarian. 
Yes; my preview of the joy of doing reference service began quite 
unawares even while practising as a teacher. 

26 Vicarious Satisfaction 
~ u r i n g  all the six and a half years as a teacher, the pleasant 

experience of seeing the students getting satisfaction from the 
library service, inaccessible to myself in my student days, gave me 
vicarious satisfaction. I now realise that I had really integrated 
in those years the function of a teacher with that of a reference 
librarian. Indeed, I had been spending much of my time in the 
area of overlap between the regions of a teacher and of a reference 
librarian. 



CHAPTER 3 

REFERENCE SERVICE EXI'ERIENCE AS AN 
ADULT USER OF LIBRARY 

31 Public Library 
In the year 1916, I had occasionally stepped into the Comemara 

Public Library in Madras. It was the only public library, even be it 
so only in name. In reality, i t  was an annexe to the Museum. 
It did not lend out books. However, it had an impressive building. 
Its reading room used to be nearly empty, except for the sight-seers 
coming to the museum peeping in to see and sit for a while in the 
majestic long corridor in the centre, functioning as the reading mom. 
Its great length, its mormous height, the penetrating smell of naph- 
thalene, the massiveness of its chairs and tables laid bare by the 
absence of occupants, the mellow light trickling through the coloured 
@ass on the sides of the roof, and the serene watchful look of  the 
sintinels perched up high on the platform inside the enclosure at 
the centre--all these combined inspired awe. It was an ordeal tto 
wade through the alphabetical entries of  the huge repulsive tomes af 
paste-down catalogue to locate, all by oneseIf, some title of interest. 
For there was hardly anybody in the library, who could be approach- 
ed for help. Indeed, except for the sublibrarian-an administrator 
with no concern about readers-there was nobody in the library 
with a knowledge of books and some ability to help readers in 
the choice of books or in the ob~ning of information. 

32 University Library 
The young Madras University Library was then a tenant in the 

building of the Connemara Public Library. Its part of the long 
corridor -was even more deserted. After my return to Madras in 
1921, I began to visit the University Library almost every Saturday 
and Sunday. It had just begun to build up a small but intrinsically 
heavy collection of treatises in the subjects taught to the honours 
level in the colleges. In my own subject, I had no difficulty h 
choosing my books. This was as a result of the familiarity gained in 
helping the students in the Library of my ~epartmeht in the college. 
The library staff itself had none to help readers either in choosing 
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books for study or in finding out information from the books. 

33 Trace of Reference Service 
~ ~ i ~ i k r a m a  ROW and N S Sivarama Ayyar were looking after 

the collection They were good and kind to the few readers visiting 
the library. Of course, the few readers were mostly teachers in the 
cd]egff of the University. The two gentlemen in the Library had 
O P  le native intefligence. But, they had not gone beyond the 
schchool-final class. Therefore, they could not know the inside of the 

advanced books being collected in the library. They had 
the assistants. These had not completed even the school course. 
 hey could only read the backs of books. As a teacher of the Pre- 
sidency College and as a frequent visitor to the library, I was allowed 
the indulgence of looking through the accession registers. There 
was a separate accession register fur each of the faculties recom- 
mending books. There were only -a  few pages of entries in each. 
This made it easy to choose books from the accession register. 
While scanning the entries in the register, Sivarama Ayyar would 
oocasionaIly disclose the name of the professor who recommended 
a particular book or that of a professor who frequently borrowed 
a particular book. Sometimes, these remarks helped in the evalua- 
tion of some of the: books. In other words, these remarks carried 
with them a tram of reference service ! That was d l  the unmeant, 
unrecognised, reference service experienced in that library. 

34 Hoarded Collection 
Nobody knew in those days that a library should have a learned 

staff, designated reference librarians, to receive readers with geniality 
and confidence, to help readers in looking up references and finding 
information, and to give them pin-pointed personal help in the 
choice of the books needed for their respective purposes. It was only 
in 1937 that R Littlehailes, the then Vice-Chancellor, had the desig- 
nation 'Reference Librarian' accepted by the University. Nobody 
'ealised in those days that the poor attendance in the library was 
largely tnceable to the absence of reference librarians to render 
Personal reference service to readers. Nor did anybody feel concern- 
ed about the poor attendance. Nobody realised in those days the 
absurdity of the plenty in the library being hoarded and locked UP, 

the potential consumer either did not come to the library or 
after coming to ihe library had to go away without drawing 



the best possible help out of its collection, because of the absence 
of provision of reference librarians as 'salesmen' for getting the 
intellectual commodities assembled in the library put across persist- 
ently and even aggressively to the probable consumers. 

35 Reluctance to Become Librarian 
Experience as a user of the library had prejudiced me against 

work in a library. It appeared to be low levd, .dull, mechanical, 
janitorial work, without need fox much of learning or intelligence 
and without any. grip or human touch or human value. This made 
me indifferent to the advice of N Raghunatha Ayyangar, my good 
friend and co-teacher in the college, to apply for the post of Uni- 
versity Librarian just then created. But his persistence .made me 
sign an application with great reluctance. I took no further interest 
in the matter. However, the University happened to select me for 
the post, On 4 January 1924,li had to change over from the college 
to the library. I did so with a heavy heart. 1 little knew at that mo-. 
ment that 'the. focal point of the work attached to the office of 
librarian was essentially the same as the on6 to which I had been 
accustomed as a teacher, viz, to help each person individually 
to get-his information and to choose the books best suited to him. 
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OBSEBVATION OF m N C E  SERVICE 

41 ' Preparation for Qbservation 
On 30 Septemhr 1924, I landed in London. The purpose was to 

study Library Science and to observe library service. On the recom- 
mendation of Sir Frederick Kenyon, the Principal Librarian of the 
~ ~ i t i s h  Museum Library, I joined the School of Librarianship in the 
university CdIege, L ~ ~ d o n .  The first fxo months were spent in 
studying the books and tb periodicals in the library of the School.. 
~t contained useful books an severat branches of Library Science, 
but hardly anything of value on reference service. Nor were there 
many articles on the subject in the periodicals on Library Science. 
But there were a few notes on 'Informatiun Desk'. In the- course 
given at the School also, very little was done on reference service. 
But something was said about information desk, and directories, 
and year-books. Even the course on Bibliography, given by Esdaile, 
was turned more on Physical Bibliography, Descriptive Biblio- 
graphy; and Historical Bibliography than on Subject BibIiosaphy 
the tool for reference service. 

42 First Contact with Reference Bmks 
In December 1924, W C Berwick Sayers allowed me to pick up 

practical experience in library work in his Public Library at Cruydun. 
I worked there as an apprentice for about a month. I found two 
c0L1txtions, called respectively 'lending Library' agd 'reference 
library'. The htter term denoted that the books in it could not 
be borrowed but should be studied within the room only. It con- 
tained copies of many of the serious books found in the lending 
Library. But I found something new in its coktion-new to me 
from India. These were the reference books--directories of diverse 

and trades, telephone directories and street directories of 
Several cities, who's who of many countries, dictionaries of bio- 
graphy, year- books of various institutions, several general encyclo- 
paedias, many 0 t h  cyclopaedias restricted to different su bj ect- 

such as physics, t~hnology, . philosophy, psychology, educa- 
tion, social sciences, law, and even on particular authors such as 
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Browning and Dickens, and a considerable collection of biblio- 
graphies on several subjects. I studied their structure and scope 
with avidity. 

43 Irlfomtim Desk 
Thereafter, I visited nearly 120 libraries. In every library, there 

was a reference l i b r q .  Every reference library contained an 
Information Desk, answering the description given in the lectures 
in the School. There was always somebody on duty at the desk. 
He had within his am's reach a battery of business directories, 
money market reports, railway time-tables, and similar materials 
of curreot ready reference value. He was continuously approached 
by reader after reader for some information or other. He tossed 
out a reference book to one. He himself found out the information 
for another. He gave the information from memory to still another. 
My memory went back in time. I: asked myself, "Is it not this kind 
of organisation that I had been all along feeling the need for?" 
My mind went back to India. 1: asked myself, "When will our people 
have access to a similar information service?" 

44 Research Consultant 
But, I was disappointed i& one respect. Help to readers in the 

choice of books and in the extension of their knowledge was not 
very visible in many libraries. However, I soon had a re-assurance 
on this form of service to readers. E C Richardson delivered a lecture 
in the Use of Eib~axies Series organised at the University College. 
He mentioned the t m  'Research Consultant'. It captivated me. 
He described that term as denoting a scholar of erudition, whose 
extensive and intensive knowledge of his own subject of specialisation 
was harnessed by the Library of Congress. He was not made a 
regular member of its staff. He was used as a 'retainer" is used in 
the legal profession. Whenever a reader was in need of help .in the 
consultant's subject of  specialisation, the services of the latter were 
requisitioned. The help may be needed for the preparation of a 
bibliography to suit the specific needs of the reader; or, it may be 
needed for chalking out a special course of reading; or, it may be 
for pursuing a specific problem not covered clearly or comprehen- 
sively by widely known books or periodical articles. My memory 
wmt back in t h e .  I asked myself, "Is it not this kind of  reference 
service in a library that I had been longing for as a student, as a 
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reacher, and as an adult user of libraries?" I was emboldened to 
believe, "I had not been, after all, wishing for the moon. This kind 
of reference service is possible; and it should be practicable in a 
1 jbrary." 

45 Reference Service in Incipient State 
~i~bardson's  lecture made me look far the practice of reference 

seqrice in the libraries visited thereafter. But, few went beyond 
~ ~ f o ~ a t i ~ f l  Desk Service. I discussed with the libralians the absence 
of reference service of a. deeper quality in their respective libraries. 
Some traced it to shortage of staff. Some others said that reference 

required a special training which was not available. Still 
&ers said that it required personnel with qualifications superior 
to those found necessary for other 'forms of library work, but that 
the salary scale prevalent in libraries could not either attract or 
retain persons with such superior qualific&tions. A few gave the 
naive reply that the readers did not generally expect such reference 
servicc and that they were satisfied with information desk service. 
Some missed the essence of reference service. They overlooked the 
servioe having to be personal to an individual reader facing a partic- 
ular requirement at the moment. They equated reference service 
with the supply of reading lists prepared in a general way .with no 
particular person in view. Such lists were no doubt prepared and 
distributed widely by many libraries in association -with library 
extension talks. This form of service appeared to my mind to 
come midway between public relation work and reference service. 
It was more like the work of sale-promoters; while reference service 
was like actual salesmanship itself with the consuer right at the 
shop and the consequent obligation to find for him the right com- 
modity in co-operation with him, and not merely give him a list 
of commodities. Reference sewice can emerge only in the reader- 
books-librarian juxtaposition characterised by a compelling purpose. 
I W a s  led to the conclusion that reference service was then only in 
an incipient stage in pubIic libraries. 

46 Illusion 
In university libraries, the position appeared to be even Worse- 

=vice was not even in an incipient stage. It was not 
Practised at all., And yet the readers in a university library U S ~ ~ Y  

go deep into their subjects. They need a good deal of hunt through 
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several books and back voIumes and current issues of diverse 
periodicals. This hunt has to be made systematically. It requires 
s p i d  training reinforced by practice. A reference Iibrarian will 
have both of these in a greater measure than a student can be expect- 
ed to have. Even if an experienced teacher had both of these, he 
cannot find the time for aa exhaustive hunt. Thus, reference service 
is a necessity in a university Iibrary. But why was it not given? 
The answer given was, "The teacher helps the student in that way." 
Was it so7 What did the teacher do? Did he help each student 
individually in the measure of his "individuating peculiarities"? 
This was test number one. Did he give help in the student-buoks- 
teacher juxtaposition? This was test number two. If both the tests 
were satisfied, the university Iibrary may abstain from giving 
reference service. If the; teacher merely gave a list of books to be 
read by the members of his chss, it was nothing short of an illusion 
to call it reference service. And my impression was that most 
university libraries were under that illusion. There was perhaps a 
reason for such an illusion to be used as an excuse for not making 
provision for reference service. The university libraries were not 
then managed by professional librarians. They were largely managed 
by honorary librarians drawn from among professors ox controlled 
by professors or by Library Committees made of professors. 



CHAPTER 5 

PRACTICE OF RETERENCE SERVICE 

51 Planning for Reference Service 
On 21 July 1925, I resumed work in the Madras University Library, 

after return from study tour in Europe. I came back convinced that 
library service was even a greater challenge to me than teaching 
service. I was also equally convinced of the great potency of library 
service in working for the social betterment of the community. 
~t would fulfil many of my nebulous unexpressed cravings developing 
steadily from student stage onwards. There was no more reluctance 

embrace library service as the career for Life. The challenge of 
library s e ~ c e  was worthy of grappling with as life's work. It 
bad every promise of occupying the whole life and of leading to 
the fulfilment of the journey through life in the present body. 
While on board the ship, the devotion of the Captain of Dlunana 
to his duty, his untiring hour-to-hour attention to every detail in 
the ship, and above all his never-failing cheerfulness impressed me 
greatly. Being the only Indian passenger on the ship, he sought 
my company quite often. His complete identification of himself 
with his work, coupled with a similar thing observed by me in my 
childhood in Tiruvenkatattayyangar, our village temple priest, 
and in my college days in Edward B Ross, my professor in the 
Madras Christian College, c o d m e d  my faith in the path of Karma 
Yoga. Tn my voyage, I was intensively planning my future library 
work-first in the Madras University Library and then in the country 
at large. Some part of the planning, such as the one concerning 
ckssification was based on actual work and trial with the ship's 
library. But a good part of the planning had to be in thought only. 
Reference service belonged to the latter part. I sensed that the 
successive steps should be to 

1 Classify the books in the library; 
2 Re-arrange the books in classified sequence; 
3 Introduce open access; 
4 Learn the art of reference service by doing it myself; 

Demonstrate the educational and social values of reference 
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service by taking up the work as an additional load, without asking 
for additional staff, for a few years; and W y  

6 Secure the necessary additional staff after the value of reference 
service is appreciated by the public as a result of the demonstration, 

52 Preparation for Reference Service 
The first: four steps for the introduction of reference service, 

depended entirely on myself. No doubt, they meant hard work, 
great responsibility, and some amount of risk. But it was mostly 
creative work. It therefore charmed me to take the extra load of 
work, responsibility, and risk. The work was lived with joy all the 
waking hours in the day and on all the days of the year. Sundaram 
and Sivaraman were already working in the library as temporary 
staff for seeing the second supplement to the library catalogue 
through the press. They were the only graduates in the staff. They 
were willing workers. They were loyal. They too shared with 
me the delight of meeting the challenge of the reorganisation uf 
the library in general and of the eventual introduction of reference 
service. For, they readily appreciated my description of the social 
benefit of reference service and of the few details about it already, 
formed in my mind. These two colleagues were a great prop to me 
This was a providential advantage. Another providential factor: 
Without thinking and as if by reflex action, I took the first five steps 
to lie entirely within the discretion and the powers of the librarian 
himself. I did not take up the proposal to the authorities for sanction 
-neither to the Library Committee nor to the Syndicate of the 
University. 1 did not even report to  them about these five steps. 
at any stage. An aside at this stage: In later years, 1 have beenc 
finding many librarians creating trouble for themselves, losing the 
chance to reorganise and revitahe their libraries, and also creating 
a pestering precedent to other librarians by surrendering their own; 
rights and powers in the internal working of the library and. 
asking for "sanctionw--it may be out of ignorance or as a cheap- 
way of advancing themselves in the eyes of the members of the 
authorities. My appeal goes to the library profession to give up 
this practice. 

521 PHASING OF THE FNB STBPS 
The whole process was brought within the range of practicability 

and comfort by phasing the five steps in a helpful way. The phasing 
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,onsjsted of Wo factors. One main class was taken up at each 
phase Within each main class chosen, the phases were, 

1 ClassZication of the books; 
2 Rearrangement of the books classified, in a new sequence; 
3 Giving open access to the new sequence; and 
4 Doing reference service for the subjects brought into the new 

sequence. 

The subjects were taken in the following sequence for the 
reasons given against each. 

1 English fiterature. This was a compuZsory subject for all the 
students. Even otherwise, it was the most sought subject. My own 
extensive and intensive study of English literature in my under- 
graduate years had given me a fair insight into the highways and 
by-ways in the subject. Some of my old colleagues in the teaohing 

were willing to help me in the work. Lastly the design 
of the Colon Classi6cation for Literature was simple and the 
schedules were self-formed. 

2 Education. This was my favourite subject. There were friends 
like M S Sabesm ready to work with me in designing the facets 
and the schedules for this subject. The ramifications in the subjmt, 
as reflected in embodiment as books, were retativdy simple. My 
intimate relation with the teachers of the city and my previous posi- 
tion in the organisation of the Madras Teachers Guild enabled 
me to bring in readers for the books on Education. They willingly 
participated in the evaluation of the new steps taken. 

3 Psychology. This had much affiliation with Education. 
Here also, the ramifications of the subject, as reflected in their 
embbdimat as books, were relatively simple. I had studied the 
subject with some interest as a student in Teachers' College. The 
design of the facets and the schedules for the subject was relatively 
easy. 

The other subjects were taken up later. During the first three 
years, the cIassifwition had all to be done by me. This was of much 
help in designing the classification. It must be stated here that the 
design sf the schedules of the Colon Classification was done con- 
cummtly with the work of classifying the books in the library. The 
reference service also had to be done almost all by myself. This 
again was an advantage. It enabled me to test the efficiency of the 
schedules of classification and make the necessary amendments 
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from time to time. While doing reference service, many of its tech- 
niques emerged and got formulated in mind in easy instalments. 
As and when a sufficient number of them had taken shape, they 
were brought up for discussion in the monthly meetings of the 
Staff Council [R 373. Little by little, Sundaram began to share the 
work with me. He was an intelligent man. He was also a shrewd 
observer. We could put our heads together and evolve the tech- 
niques of reference service with confidence.' 

$3 Demonstratiom of Reference Service 
There was no special publicity turned oa reference service, 

The service publicised itself. It was something novel for the few 
persons happening to call at the library. Apart from its novelty, 
they found it useful to themselves. Each found his books readily 
with the help obtained from open access, classsed arrangement, 
and reference service, Every book also found its readers with 
the very same aids. Above all, the time of the reader was saved 
considerably. There was no boredom of sitting idle till the attendant 
would bring the books. The reader was continuously kept pleasantly 
occupied in browsing the books. He had somebody in the library 
to discuss his book needs with him. Thus, his subjective time went 
without any waste whatever. Naturally, every visitor to the library 
talked about this new arrangement in the library with his friends not 
accustomed to go to the library. This roused curiosity. The curiosity 
attained sufficient intensity in some to make them go to the library 
and gain personal experience of the new service. On reaching home, 
each of these became a voluntary "publi~ity agent" for the library. 
Thus, the chain =tion gradually spread itself over an ever-increasing 
number of students, graduates, and teachers in the city. In about 
two years, the chain action spread out into the other towns of the 
state too. Occasionally, a plaintive protest against the new system 
of open access and reference service used to reach my ears. It 
was weak in its strength. It was also private ia its origin. It used 
to come from some teachers. They had been my colleagues before 
my migration to the library field. A special pleading used to be 
somewhat as follows+ 

"The new thing you are doing is certainly useful to me. But it is 
not an unmixed good." 

c ' H ~ ~ ? "  
"You allow the full advantage of this system to the students also." 
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&'What's wrung with it?" 
"Some of the students come to the ciass as well informed as myself! 

I find it diikllt to tell them anything new. What am I: to teach?. :. ." 
~ u t  this was only from some gramophone type of teachers. The 
others welcomed the students corning well posted with published 
information and knowledge;. This enabled the bevdopment of the 
subject in the class room into its further reacheejointly by the 
teacher and the taught. Class-room discipline became easy. There 
was the happy sign of attention md interest in the face of most of the 
students. This was the version of some teachers. 

531 EVALUATION OF THE DBMONSTRATJON 
1.n about three years, the demonstration had done its work, 

effectively. As already indicated above, the educational value of 
the h i t y  of classified arrangement, open access, and reference 
service txme to be realised by many. It was classScatim that made 
open access useful. Jt  was open access that made reference servjce 
possible. It wwas reference service that brought practically universal 
support to classification and open access. The social value was 
not so obvious. It was of a deferred, indirect, and hidden khd. 
However, some deep thinkers used to discuss it with me with 
penetration, appreciation, and satisfaction. Among them were 
Sir P S Sivaswmy Ayyar, F 33 Gravely, M S Sabhesm, Edward 
B Ross, S Kuppuswamy Sastri, M A Candeth, A Chakravarty, 
and the parents of some of the students of the university. Their 
evaluation of reference servitx adcled to the enthusiasm of my 
co-workers in the library. 

54 Averted Ubstru~~on to Reference Service 
But there were troubles ahead. They took shape on the request 

for sanction of additional staff, to meet t h e  year-to-year increase 
in the volume of work. N o  doubt, the increase in work was largely 
due to the inhennt attraction of open access, reference service, 
and a large annual accession of the latest worthwhile books. It 
was also due to deliberate public relation work to persuade more 
persons to accept the service of the library. The main s t r e a m s  of 
~bstruction were two. 

541 FUTURIST OBSTRUCTION 
The first obstruction came from a foreigner, belonging to the 



then ruling nation. He had the typical mind of the foreign bureau- 
cracy. He sensed the ultimate social good and enlightenment bound 
to flow from widespread library service to students and graduates. 
On my side, care had been taken to make out a case fur additional 
staff on the basis of increase of readers and of work in general. 
No mention had been made of the need fur additional competent 
persons to strengthen reference service. But, he had karnt of the 
introduction of reference service. He had known of its spear-head 
value in the extension and intensficatiun of library service. He 
therefore started his vehement opposition to the request for s t . .  
He explicitly traced the increase in work to reference service. He, 
pleaded in the Library Cornmittbe that reference service was spoon- 
.feeding, that it would sap away the originality and the spirit of 
self-help in the students, that it was unnecessary for the teachers, 
that it was presumptuous for librarians to claim to be omniscient, 
and that reference service was not a legitimate function of the library. 
Fortunately, I: was myself the ex-officiu Secretary of the Corn- 
nittee. That was an advantage. The immediate physical presence 
of the whole personality and the chance for quick give and take 
carried conviction to the other members of the Committee more 
easily than hundreds of type-written words could have done, 
A11 the other members of the Committee-Indian as well as foreign- 
voted him down. The request for additional staff received approval 
with only one dissentient voice. 

542 OBSTRUCTION AS CULT 
The second stream of obstruction arose out of local polif;cal 

factors. The opponents had Xlad no experience of library service 
at any timt+not even after the university library had begun to 
function and to give reference service. For them, the library was' 
only an administrative department, lending itself as an additional 
means to grind their political and personal axes. It was not neces- 
sary for them to base their support or opposition to any proposal 
on its intrinsic merits or its social value. "Whose proposal is it?" 
The answer to this queston would decide their attitude. If the 
proposal came from certain quartas, it was their cult to oppose it. 
Tlrose opposing the proposal for the library were not, then, in a 
majority. The majority consisted partly of those politically opposed 
to the obstructionists. These supported the proposal because the 
other side opposed it, not necessarily on the basis of its merits or 
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of its social value. For, mutual opposition was a cult of the political 
prties. The other part of the majority consisted of professors and 
other scholarly persons. Same of them were regular visitors to 
the university library. They had seen the new life humming there. 
The grounds, on which sanction Eor additional staff was sought, 
appeared sound to them. Therefore, they too supported the pro- 
posal. As a result, sanction was accorded. Additional staff came into 
the library. Reference service was htensif~ed. The spiral of growth 
began to rise smoothly in the library. 

55 Reference Service on Full Steam 
Through the grace of God, all such obstructions soon became 

mere deposits in the memory. My busy life with readers did not 
allow such deposits to come to the surface of the memory in those 
days. By 1930, reference service had put on full steam in the Madras 
University Library. Five smart young graduates formed the squad 
of reference librarians. They had specialised in different subjects 
in their degree course. The universe of knowledge was roughly 
shared among the five. They started refefence service with a short 
in-training course given by me. They learnt the art of reference in 
great detail during the process of actually giving the service in full 
faith and with the zeal of a pioneer. Their place of work was the 
stack-room and the adjacent catalogue room. They had no files 
to distract their thought from giving personal service. Their hours 
were staggered as determined by the statistically ascertained fluctua- 
tion in the density of readers. They staggered their annual holidays 
as determined by the statistically ascertained monthly fluctuation 
in the density of visitors to the library. Reference service was 
maintained all the thirteen hours on all the 365 days of the year. 
At peak hours, the members of the Technical Section normally 
engaged. in classification and cataloguing work and those of the 
Maintenance Section reinforced the Reference ~edioh.  I myself 
was always a standby to be called in during crowded hours and to 
pursue problems too refractory for normal investigation. The 
readers enjoyed reference sevice. They felt benefited. We enjoyed 
it too. It was an additional gratification to hear of the appreciative 
way in which people talked about this service in the clubs and on 
the marina in the evenings, in the homes and the hostels in the night, 
in the common rooms of the colleges and the Bar room of the High 
Court during the day, in the buses, in the trams, and even in railway 



trains. The joy was even greater when visitors from other parts 
of India and from other countries referred to our referonce service 
as something unique in its conception, in its intensiveness, and in its 
very existence on such a planned, large, and continuous scale. 

56 Further Development into Documentation 
All this happened twenty years ago. Along with the World War 

11, a smothering cloud descended on this organisation. It was a 
heart-break to see the dwindling of the number of readers and 
the withdrawal of reference librarians from reference sewice. 
The situation deteriorated considerably after 1942. Fortunately, 
I had to leave the library in 1944. This minimised the pain. Within 
three years all. the disappointment disappeared. For shortly after 
the close of the war, joy centred on full-fledged reference service: 
came back in re-doubled measure. For, many opportunities came 
to witness very intensive reference service being given in several 
industrial libraries in several countries. Emphasis shifted from whole 
books embodying macro thought to articles in periodicals embodying 
nascent micro thought. To highlight this shift, reference service 
of that intensive kind to specialists is now being denoted by the 
new tern 'Do~umentation'. Dbcumentdlists are being recognised. 
as forming a profession [R 201 with a necessary part to play in the 
future well-being of humanity. 

57 Future of Reference Service in India 
India should fall into Line with this world trend. I trust that it 

will not be very long before each one of our forty university libraries 
will practise reference service. I trust that the public Libraries 
beginning to Feulctian will straight away begin to practise reference 
service. Lastly, I trust that the libraries of our business enterprises 
and of the departments of the governments of our land will begin 
to practise doccumentation service. India can then continue to con- 
tribute much to the world-pool of thought on reference service 
and documentation. 



CHAPTER 6 

GENESIS OF THE BOOK 

61 F h t  Version of the Ideas 
The observation of the working of libraries in Europe during 

1924-25 led to some intensive thinking. An urge came to reduce 
the diverse library practices to a few fundamental laws. In about 
three years, the Five Laws of Library Science tmk shape. Then 
came the making of all possible inferences from the Five Laws, 
At first, the obsefved library practices were verified to be a part 
of these inferences. The practice of 'Information Desk' found a 
place in this part of' the inferences. It was found to be essentially 
an implicatian of Law 4 ':Save the time of the reader" [R 283. 
Another part of the inferences from the Five Laws were found to be, 
new. ~efemnce service-particular1 y the one of the long range 
variety-found a place among them. It emerged in the first instance 
as an implication of Law 1 "Books .are for use" {R 241. Then, it 
emerged again as an implication of Law 2 "Every reader his book" 
[R 251. Here its facet facing the readers emerged. It next emerged 
as an implication of Law 3 "Every book its reader" [R 261. Here 
its facet facing the books emerged. It again emerged as an hplica- 
tion of Law 4 "Save the time of the reader" [R 273. Here its facet 
facing time emerged. The results of this a priori study of reference 
service were verified while 'doing floor duty in the Library. The 
results were then embodied in edition f of the Five laws of librctry 
scimce (1931). This formed the first published version of my 
thought on reference service. 

b 

62 Pressure from the Library School 
A School of Library Science was founded in 1929. From 1929 

to 1931, it was conducted by me in the Madras University Library 
under the auspices of the Madras Library Association founded in 
1928, From 1432 to 1943, I conducted the School under the auspices 
of the university itself. From 1929 to 1938, it gave only a Certificate 
Course of ten weeks. During this period, I used to give only about 
three talks on reference service. The students found the version 
in the Five laws of library sc~mce to be sulEcient for their recapi- 
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tulatory study. From 1938, the School gave a post-graduate Dipidma 
Course of one full academic year. 1 then began to give talks and 
direct practical work on reference service for about ten weeks, 
This had necessarily to be more elaborate than the brief version 
in the Five laws. The students needed an elaborate book for xecapi- 
tulatory and follow-up study. This pressure from the Library 
School prompted me to write out a book on the subject. 

63 Pressure from Inside 
Apart from this pressure from outside, an inner pressure had 

been slowly developing all along. It was urging the embodiment 
of my thoughts on reference service in the form of a regular book. 
This inner pressure originated from a desire to lay bare as fully as 
possible all the implications of the Five Laws in the field of reference 
service. This was an intellectual urge. But this book could not be 
given priority over the other books on classification, cataloguing, 
and administration. Therefore, the idea was driven down to the 
su~onscious level year after year. In the meantime, the inner 
pressure was gradually gaining in strength with the accumulation of 
interesting case-studies picked up from the actual reference service 
in the library. Sundaram and myself used. to discuss frequently 
the dificult reference problems pursued, the different routes followed 
in their pursuit, the difilcult books negotiated, the difficult readers 
served, and the general principles getting distilled out of these 
experiences. By 1939, these experiences had accumulated to a, 
considerable volume. A ripeness came over us. Books on other 
essential branches of library science had been already written and 
published. The inner pressure had its way. The writing of the first 
edition was started. 

64 Pressnre from &Library 
In the meantime, the work in the library had increased consider-. 

ably. The daily attendance of rcaders had increased steadily. The 
pressure on reference service increased in consequence. But due to 
various causes, beyond the control of the Lib~ary, only three of the 
five places in the Reference Section had been filled permanently. 
The other two places used to fall vacant every six months on an 
average. With the increased volume of' work, it was difficult to 
train each new recruit solely through oral instruction from day to 
day. This increased the pressure on the three permanent members 
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of the section and on myself. The feeling came that this pressure 
could be reduced if there were a detailed book on reference service 
with plenty of illustrative case-studies, which can be put into the 
bands of the new recruits. 

65 Edition1 
The first edition of this book was the result of all the three pres- 

sures mentioned above. I was an ambitious venture. It consisted 
of five parts as described below. 

Parts I to 3 : Reference scrvice ; 
Part 4: Bibliography; and 
Part 5 :  Bibliography of reference books and bibliographies. 

It was brought out in two volumes in the years 1940 and 1941 
respectively. Part 5 occupied the whole of volume 2. The other 
four parts were put into volume 1. By 1939, I had formed a desire 
to associate my colleagues with me in the writing of books. Sun- 
daram was the seniormost of them. He had a flair to exprcss himself. 
He had also gained a considerable experience in refetmce service. 
In fact, he was the best known member of the staff on account 
of his able and untiring work as the chief reference librarian. He 
was therefore invited to become the GO-author for volume 1. But 
by the time parts 1 to 2were completed, he dropped out. Parts 
3 and 4 had therefore to be written all by mysdf. Sivarman was 
the next in seniority. He had gained considerable experience in 
classfication and cataloguing. He was invited to become the cu- 
author for volume 2. The intention had been ,to find facilities to 
send him abroad to visit the important national libraries of the 
West and collect correct descriptions of reference books and biblio- 
graphies by actually examining the books. But war conditions 
prevented this procedure. Therefore volume 2 had to- be based 
only on the few refereace books and bibliographies available 
h the Madras University Library and on secondary sources for 
the rest. 

66 Resent Version 
The present version is differently organised. I command no 

fa~ilitics to prepare an enlarged and up-to-date new edition of  the 
Bibliography of reference books and bibliographies [R 21. It is 
therefore dropped out. Further, the five parts of edition 1 lack the 
homogeneity necessary to  go into a single book. This is true even 



of the fist four parts. Therefore, volume 1 of edition 1 has been 
replaced by the following group of three hdependent but related 
books : 

1 Reference service; 
2 Documentation and its facets; and 
3 bibliography. 

1  boo^ ON REFERENCE SERVICE 
The book on Reference Service is the focal point in the proposed 

set of three books. It covers the same ground as parts 1 to 3 of 
edition 1. It has been rearranged. It has also been re-written, 
It has 18 new chapters. These are, 

1 All the chapters of Part A ; 
2 Chapter 1 of part B ; 
3 Chapter 5 of part C ;  
4 Chapters 1 ,  2, 3, and 5 of part E; 
5 Chapter 8 of part H; 
6 Chapters 6 and 7 of part J; and 
7 Chapter 8 of part K. 

A reference libfanan should be thoroughly familiar with the idio- 
slyncracies of reference books. He is their: essential consumer. : 
At the same time, he cannot be its producer either as author or 
as publisher. For the latter reason, the proposed group of books : 
does not include a full-fledged book on Reference Book. For the 
former reason, an account of reference books viewed from the 
angle of the reference librarian is retained as part H of the present 
book. 

662 ~ O K  ON BIBLIOGRAPHY 
On the other hand, every reference librarian has to be at ,once a 

consumer and a producer of bibliographies. A detailed knowledge 
of the production as much as of the use of bibliographies is a news- 
sary part of the equipment of a reference librarian. And yet the 
area of the production of bibliographies is separable from the 
area of reference service proper. This fact has been taken advantage 
of in transferring part 4 of edition 1 to a separate book. For, 
the volume of information to be given on reference service and 
bibliography taken together is found to be too great for inclusion 
in a single book. This proposed book will be called Enumerative 
bibliography. 
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663 BOOK ON DOCUMENTATION 
Bibliography-building has been traditiondly hying its emphasis 

OD whole books embodying macro thought-that is, on macro 
documents. Further, tradition includes within the area of biblio- 
graphy not only subject lists but also various other kinds of lists 
of books prepared by different agencies, such as the publisher, 
the bookseller, the cataloguer of a library, the producer of state 
and national bibliographies, linguist bibliogr'apher, and so on. 
On the other hand, in recent years, as a result OF social pressure and 
the urge to increase productivity, much thought i s  being devoted 
exclusively to subject bibliography. The production. of subject 
bibliogrslphy has begun to lay emphasis on articles in current perio- 
dicals-that is on nascent micro documents-on the side of its 
contents and on the needs of specialist research workers on the 
side of its consumers. To mark this new field now being vigorously 
cultivated, the term 'Documentation' has come into use. Docud 
mentation has now gained greatly in importance in the local, 
national, as well as international level. This accounts for the 
second book in the proposed group of books being on Documentation 
and ifx facets. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUGGESTIONS 'MS I3EG-S AND TEACHERS 

71 Five-Fold Method 
Reference service cannot be kamt merely by listening to lectures 

or by reading books on it. Both these methods are, of course, neces- 
sary; but they are not by themselves suEcient. The students and 
the teachers alike should adopt the  five-fold method [R 211 of: 

1 Apprentice or clinical method; 
2 L.ecture method ; 
3 Practical or workshop method; 
4 Preparatory work with reference materials; and 
5 Discussion metbod. 

These five methods will have to be carefully telescoped in respect 
of the.  

72 Apprentice Methad 
The beginner should be made to work as an apprentice with a 

regular reference Librarian in a library. He should watch the work 
of the reference librarian in his eliciting from the reader an exact 
enunciation of the information or the piece of knowledge sought 
at the moment. The successive steps in the facet analysis used in the 
process should be followed (see sec. 52, 54, a d  55 of part -J of this 
book). Then the beginner should follow the reference librarian 
in his search for the right documents, the diverse routes followed, 
and the checkirng up with the reader at the different stages of the 
pursuit. All through the apprentice course, the, beginner should 
record his experience in his casc-study-bbok. This should be like 
the clinical Iessons in a medical course. 

73 ktureMethod 
After the g i n  of some experience though apprenticeship, the 

student should be given formal lectures on the theory of reference 
service-its what, why, and how. I have found it to be entertaining 
as well as effective to start from the Five Laws of Library Science 
and to arrive at the answers to the above questions as necessary 
implications of the Five Lam. The logical process of inference 
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should be interspersed with case studies takcn from the experience 
of the teacher as we11 as of the students. The process is indicated 
in parts B, C, F, J, and K of this book. 

74 Practical Method 
A certain number of hours of apprenticeship and of formal 1 s -  

tuxes should fit the student to do some practical work in reference 
service. This should be done under the guidance and supervision 
of the teacher. In reference service, there should be a more intimate 
supervision over the practical work of students than in a natural 
science such as physics or an applied science such as surveying. 
In the the latter cases, the probable risk is only to the instruments 
used. There i s  no human 'object' Involved. But in reference service, 
no disservice should be done to the reader, Nor s.hould any preju- 
dice be produced in his mind about the library. The reader is often 
a busy person. His faith in the efficiency of the library should not be 
prejudicially affected by any inordinate delay in completing the ser- 
vice or by the giving of unsatisfactory service. Therefore, the tea- 
cher or demonstrator, as the case may be, should closely watch, 
help, and give a final check up to the practical work of a student. 
All through the practical course, the student should enter systematic 
notes in brs case-study-book. 

75 Preparatory Work 
Knowledge about reference books and bibliographies should 

grow continuously all through the life of a reference librarian 
(see chapters 4 and 6 of parts F and J uf this book). In fact, it should 
begin at the student stage itself, The basic knowledge of the oft- 
used reference books and bibliographies should be acquired at the 
student stage itself. But, it will be boring to a beginner to devote 
several hours to a systematic study of the structure and contents of a 
reference book or a bibliography all by itself and all by himself. 
Yet it should be possible fox him to do such a study purposively 
and with some zeal and enjoyment after gaining some experience In 
apprenticeship and practical, work. For, by that stage the ines- 
capable necessity to know the: reference books and bibliographies 
would have been realised by the student. An outline scheme for a 
systematic study of the structure and contents of reference books 
and bibliographies is indicated in chapter 8 of part N and chapter 
7 of part J of this book. Each student should complete a systematic 



study of a prescribed assortment of reference books and biblio- 
graphies during term t h e  as part of his course. Ws note-book of 
preparatory study should be scrutinised by the teacher week by 
week. He should be helped by the tewher, week by week, in h- 
proving his preparatory study. A student tends to fag out quickly 
in this work. Therefore, the teacher should furnish the necessary 
stimulus and act as a helpful prop* The student's note-book of 
preparatory study should be certiiied by the te-acher to have been 
satisfactorily done to a proper standard, before the student is 
decked fit ta practise as a librarian. 

76 Discussion Method 
Discussion method is a recogtlised method in education. It is 

also called tutorial method. Unlike in the lecture method, in the 
discussion method the student is kept in an active and participating 
state instead of the passive one of listening. The discussion hours 
should be used .to ram in several of the points in the technique of 
reference sewice, on the basis of the experience gained by the 
students during apprenticeship, practical work with readers, and 
preparatory work with reference books and bibliographies. Ample 
use should be made, during discussion hours, of the case-study- 
books of the students as well as of the teacher. The discussion 
hours should be jadiciausly interspersed amidst the hours of the 
other methods of teaching and learning. 

77 Warning for the Period of Transition 
Teaching of library science is now in a period of transition in 

India and in some other countries. It is particularly so in resped of 
reference service in most countries. Let us take India as an example. 
For ten years from 1929, there was only one Library School in the 
country. That was the school started by me in Madras. Admission 
to the schooI was then restricted to librarians of  exprience and to a 
few other persons considerably above the average in their general 
education and ability. The students felt themselves to be pioneers 
in the field. The teachers too had all the fervour of pioneers. Ia 
spite of most of their thought and time having to be turned on to the 
building up of the library and its service: from scratch, they volun- 
tarily taught library science outside their normal ~Ece hours. This 
i s  a measure of their fervour and urge to teach. Hundreds of years 
ago, Vatsyayana w] had described the psychology of a pioneer in 
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full fervour and with great ability. To adapt one of his verses to 
our context, 

A pioneer feels the thrill of delight. His whole personality gets 
merged in his work ; it involuntarily expresses itself in the work* 
Rules and methods and incentives are not for him, He transcends 
them all; and yet his work is better than that of the long-settled 
person guided by rules and precedents. 

So it was in the Madras School some twenty years ago. Now, several 
schools have come into being. Raw youth are admitted into them. 
Very often, unemployed young persons crowd into the library 
schools. The teachers are no longer under the spell of pioneership. 
The library staff have their hands full on account of the large sums of 
money paid as grant by the University Grants Commission a d  on 
account of serious research work beginning to hum in all the depart- 
ments. Teaching has degenerated to the dictation of a few notes. 
Diplomas are given and taken. The result is proving to be deplor- 
able. The employers have begun to ridicule the work of the library 
schools. Fortunately, there is now a trend to appoint full-timed 
teichers. For some years, these will be young persons. These 
teachers should, deliberately and without shirking, adopt all the 
5ve-fold methods of teaching reference service. The students too 
should adopt all the five-fold methods of learning reference service, 
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